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From Harry Suhl’s lecture notes:

In theoretical physics, one obective is to explain
what has been seen in past experiments; the other is
to predict what will be seen in future experiments.

1) Explain  experimentally observed behavior in (Ga,Mn)As

2) Design new magnetic ferroelectrics

Here we’ll use DFT to:
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Unusual magnetic behavior in DFHs:

R.K. Kawakami et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 77, 2379 (2000).



• Can we grow thicker layers of MnAs, and would the properties
be desirable if we could?

• What causes ferromagnetism in (Ga,Mn)As, and how can we
strengthen it?

• What is the effect of defects on the magnetic properties?

• How does the arrangement of Mn ions affect magnetism and
transport?

Design of new (and better!) spintronic materials



NiAs-type structure
of bulk MnAs:

Zincblende structure
of (Ga,Mn)As:

NiAs-type Ga

As

Mn



LDOS HexagonalLDOS Zincblende

hIn the minority band of ZB MnAs the Fermi Energy cuts
through a dispersionless d-band. For large lattice spacing it is
Half Metallic



hNiAs-type is more stable
with smaller unit cell
volume

hCrossover volume for large
stress

hBUT NiAs-type MnAs can
accommodate large distortions
therefore ZB MnAs is hard
to stabilize

S. Sanvito and N.A. Hill, Ground state of half-
metallic zincblende MnAs, PRB 62, 15553 (2000).



¸Can we grow thicker layers of MnAs, and would the properties
be desirable if we could?

• What causes ferromagnetism in (Ga,Mn)As, and how can we
strengthen it?

• What is the effect of defects on the magnetic properties?

• How does the arrangement of Mn ions affect magnetism and
transport?



 Large spin-splitting of Mn-d
orbitals

 The Fermi energy cuts through
the Mn-d impurity band in the
majority spin band

 Almost no-occupation of the
Mn-d orbitals in the minority
band – half-metallic!

 Mn impurity band strongly
hybridized with the As-p orbitals
of the nearest neighbors

32 atom unit cell with 1 Mn
impurity

S. Sanvito, P. Ordejon and N.A. Hill, First principles study of the origin and
nature of ferromagnetism in (Ga,Mn)As, PRB 63, 165206 (2000).



Mülliken Population analysis shows:

904.3)dMn()dMn( =Ø--↑- nn
432.0)pAs()pAs( -=Ø--↑- nn

 Polarization per unit cell

p-d antiferromagnetic exchange and the presence
of holes drive the ferromagnetic coupling

Mn d Mn d

As p



Do As antisites weaken the ferromagnetism in (Ga,Mn)As?
Look at energy difference between the ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic alignment of Mn ions in a large GaAs cell

AFFMFA EE -=D  No As antisites = strong FM
order

 Presence of As antisites
weakens FM alignment

 Picture of hole-mediated
exchange not strictly valid since
ferromagnetic order persists at
compensation

FM AFM

S. Sanvito and N.A. Hill, Influence of the local As antisite distribution
on ferromagnetism in (Ga,Mn)As, Appl. Phys. Lett. 78, 1 (2001).



¸Can we grow thicker layers of MnAs, and would the properties
be desirable if we could?

¸What causes ferromagnetism in (Ga,Mn)As, and how can we
strengthen it?

¸What is the effect of defects on the magnetic properties?

• How does the arrangement of Mn ions affect magnetism and
transport?



majority spin minority spin



Current
in-plane

Current out
of plane

•Calculate transport using
Landauer-Buttiker fomalsim

•Strongly anisotropic

•Not strictly 2-dimensional

•Confinement to planes
explains high Tcs

S. Sanvito and N.A. Hill, Ab-initio
transport theory for digital
ferromagnetic heterostructures,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 87, 267202 (2001).



h The Mn-d band is antiferromagnetically coupled with the
As-p band; holes in the As p band mediate ferromagnetism
hAs antisites weaken the ferromagnetism and a transition to
an antiferromagnetic alignment is possible
hDFHs are two-dimensional half-metals, with carriers
confined to the MnAs plane
hThicker layers of MnAs would have desirable properties but
will be hard to grow



Computational design of
new multiferroics

•Understand origin of each function separately (DFT)

•Design a trial compound with required properties
(intuition/experience)

•Check that the trial compound indeed behaves as required
(DFT)

•Persuade an experimentalist to make and characterize it!
Computational design of multifunctional materials,

N.A. Spaldin and W.E. Pickett, JSSC, in press

Plan for designing for multifunctionality:



Ferromagnetism and Ferroelectricity
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Multiferroic magnetoelectrics
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e

Review: N.A. Hill,
Ann. Rev. Mat. Res.
32, 1-37 (2002).



Why Do We Care?

Device applications:
w Multiple state memory elements
wWrite to E / read from M
w Extra degree of freedom

Fundamental physics:
w Nature of coupling between order parameters

P M

1/0 1/0



Known ferromagnetic
ferroelectrics:

1) Nickel Iodine Boracite, Ni3B7O13I
wFerroelectric, weak ferromagnet
w24 atoms per formula unit and 8 fla units per unit cell!

2) Mixed Perovskites
we.g. B-site ordered Pb2(CoW)O6
wFerroelectric from diamagnetic W6+

wFerromagnetic from d6 Co2+

wDilution               low Curie temp.
3) Simple Perovskites

wBiFeO3
wYMnO3



Why Are There So Few Magnetic
Ferroelectrics?

N.A. Hill, Why are there so few magnetic ferroelectrics?,
J. Phys. Chem. B 104, 6694-6709 (2000).



Requirements for
magnetoelectric multiferroicity

w Symmetry

w Electrical Properties

w Chemistry – “d0-ness”
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Outline – remainder….

• What causes ferroelectricity?

• (What causes ferromagnetism?)

• How can we incorporate both?

• A success story – BiMnO3



Conventional mechanism for
ferroelectricity:

Ligand field stabilization of empty
cation d orbitals by oxygen p electrons:

paraelectric

ferroelectric



BUT magnetism requires
localized electrons!

In perovskite structure oxides the source of
magnetic, localized electrons is usually the

transition metal d electrons

e.g. LaMnO3, SrRuO3, etc.



Bad news!

Ferromagnetism requires d electrons

Ferroelectricity requires “d 0-ness”

INCOMPATIBLE!



Why Are There ANY magnetic
ferroelectrics?

N.A. Hill and A. Filippetti, Why are there any magnetic
ferroelectrics?, J. Mag. Mag. Mat. 242, 976 (2002).



But….….

Alternative mechanism for ferroelectricity:

e.g. IV-VI compounds

PbTiO3, etc.

Cation lone pair localization

needs an ns2 pair of electrons

U.V. Waghmare, N.A. Spaldin, H.C.
Kandpal and R. Seshadri, First
principles indicators of metallicity and
cation off-centricity in the IV-VI rock-
salt chalcogenides of divalent Ge, Sn and
Pb, PRB 67, 125111 (2003).



Perovskite design:

•Transition metal cation with d electrons for
magnetism

•Ferro- (or ferri-) magnetic ordering of the above

•Large cation with (ns)2 electron configuration

(6s)2: Tl+, Pb2+, Bi3+

(5s)2: In+, Sn2+, Sb3+

(4s)2: Ga+, Ge2+, As3+



A candidate multiferroic:
BiMnO3?

w Distorted cubic perovskite structure
w Ferromagnetic! (Tc = 100K)

w Ferroelectric?

Structure Determination:
Monoclinic, C2

T.Atou et al., J. Sol. State. Chem. 145,
639 (1999).

What was known:

Use DFT to check:



Is BiMnO3 ferroelectric and
intrinsically ferromagnetic?

DFT Calculations predict:
wFerromagnetic ground state
wStrong ferroelectric instability in FM BiMnO3
wFerroelectricity results from Bi – O displacement!

Bi3+

O2-

Mn3+

N.A. Hill and K.M. Rabe,
PRB 59, 8759 (1999).



Plan for designing for
multifunctionality

¸Understand origin of each function separately (DFT)

¸Design a trial compound with required properties
(intuition/experience)

¸Check that the trial compound indeed behaves as
required (DFT)

• Persuade an experimentalist to make and characterize it!



SrTiO3

BiMnO3

2 nm

Interface between SrTiO3 and BiMnO3

From Darrell Schlom:



Magnetic properties
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Magnetic hysteresis loop, measured
at 10 K, of PLD grown BiMnO3 on
SrTiO3.
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Magnetic characterization of
the bulk BiMnO3 sample:
inverse susceptibility  vs.
temperature, indicating a
ferromagnetic material with
TC=105 K.

A.M. Santos, S. Parashar, A.R. Raju, Y.S. Zhao,
A.K. Cheetham and C.N.R. Rao, Evidence for the
likely occurrence of magnetoferroelectricity in
BiMnO3, Sol. Stat. Comm. 122, 49  (2002).



(Measurement at 5.00 V)
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Experimental Data:
Ferroelectric hysteresis in BiMnO3

A.M. Santos, S. Parashar, A.R. Raju, Y.S. Zhao,
A.K. Cheetham and C.N.R. Rao, Evidence for the
likely occurrence of magnetoferroelectricity in
BiMnO3, Sol. Stat. Comm. 122, 49  (2002).



Plan for designing for
multifunctionality

¸Understand origin of each function separately (DFT)

¸Design a trial compound with required properties
(intuition/experience)

¸Check that the trial compound indeed behaves as
required (DFT)

¸Persuade an experimentalist to make and
characterize it!



Remaining questions:

•Is the Bi lone pair causing the ferroelectricity?

•What is causing the ferromagnetism?

(cf. LaMnO3 – antiferromagnetic and not ferroelectric)



Compare with LaMnO3

w La3+ has no valence electrons

w cf  BaTiO3               PbTiO3 system

XeITeSbSnInCdAgPdRhRuTcMoNbZrYSrRb

Cs Ba La Hf Ta W Re Os Ir RnAtPoBiPbTlHgAuPt

Ce Pr Nd Pm Sm Eu LuYbTmErHoDyTbGd



Role of the Bi lone pair (I)



Role of the Bi lone pair (II)

•Lone pair is stereochemically
active and causes the
ferroelectricity

•Asymmetry results from mixing
of Bi 6s with both Bi 6p and O 2p

•Next: the lone pair distortion
also drives the ferromagnetism!

R. Seshadri and N.A. Hill, Visualizing the
role of Bi 6s “lone pairs” in the off-center
distortion in ferromagnetic BiMnO3,
Chemistry of Materials 13, 2892 (2001).









(The bonds in bold are the dZ
2 orbitals)

Orbital Ordering

LaMnO3 – AFM
2D ordering

BiMnO3 - FM
3D ordering

Orbital ordering as the determinant for ferromagnetism in biferroic
BiMnO3, A.M dos Santos et al., Phys. Rev. B 66, 064425 (2002).



Conclusions

• In BiMnO3 the stereochemically active Bi lone pair
causes a structural distortion which gives rise to

• Computational materials is a useful tool in the
design of new multiferroics

• Lone pair activity can be exploited to create
“designer” ferroelectrics…….

1. Ferroelectricity
2. Orbital ordering and ferromagnetism



Stereochemical activity of the
Bi lone pair in BiAlO3

BECs    (formal charges)

Bi  +6.2       (+3.0)
OP –3.4       (–2.0)
OT –2.4        (–2.0)
Al  +2.9       (+3.0)



Ongoing work on magnetic
materials in my group

•Hexagonal perovskites, e.g. YMnO3
•Design of a magnetic piezoelectric semiconductor, e.g.
(Zn,Mn)O
•Grain boundary effects in (Ti,Co)O2
•Design of single phase high m  AND high e materials
•Molecular spintronic devices



....... from the Cambridge University Press web-site:
http://books.cambridge.org/0521016584.htm

You can buy my book….



An anomalous ferroelectric:
YMnO3

View down c, above Tc
Side view, below Tc



What’s known about YMnO3?

w Hexagonal perovskite structure, P63cm
w ABCACB stacking of oxygen layers
w Mn3+ ions 5-fold coordinated
w Y3+ in 7-fold coordinated interstices
w Antiferromagnetic, TN=80K
w Ferroelectric along c, Tc=900K, P=5.5mC/cm2

w HoMnO3 – LuMnO3 are analogous
w Also exists in non-FE cubic structure



Possible instabilities

A. Filippetti and N.A. Hill, Coexistence of magnetism and ferroelectricity in
perovskites, Phys. Rev. B 65, 195120 (2002).



Two stable states
Two stable

states:



Usual indicators of instability
do not hold

BECs:

Y     +3.6

Mn  +3.3

OT   –2.3

OP   –2.2

DOSs  – no re-hybridization



Ferroelectricity results from the G point part
of a primarily rotational instability!

Gamma point motion:

Y          0.008 
O1        0.025
O2        0.016
O3        0.013

B.B. van Aken, T.T.M. Palstra,
A. Filippetti and N.A. Spaldin,
Geometrically-driven
ferroelectricity in hexagonal
manganites, in preparation.


